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Abstract: Hepatitis B virus (HBV) core protein is a model system for studying assembly and disassem-

bly of icosahedral structures. Controlling disassembly will allow re-engineering the 120 subunit HBV
capsid, making it a molecular breadboard. We examined removal of subunits from partially cross-

linked capsids to form stable incomplete particles. To characterize incomplete capsids, we used two

single molecule techniques, resistive-pulse sensing and charge detection mass spectrometry. We
expected to find a binomial distribution of capsid fragments. Instead, we found a preponderance of 3

MDa complexes (90 subunits) and no fragments smaller than 3 MDa. We also found 90-mers in the dis-

assembly of uncrosslinked HBV capsids. 90-mers seem to be a common pause point in disassembly
reactions. Partly explaining this result, graph theory simulations have showed a threshold for capsid

stability between 80 and 90 subunits. To test a molecular breadboard concept, we showed that miss-

ing subunits could be refilled resulting in chimeric, 120 subunit particles. This result may be a means
of assembling unique capsids with functional decorations.

Keywords: self-assembly; nanofluidics; charge detection mass spectrometry; resistive pulse sens-
ing; disassembly

Introduction
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) is an enveloped virus with

an icosahedral capsid. It is an important public

health issue: 240 million people have chronic HBV

infection and HBV contributes to 780,000 deaths

each year.1–3 HBV also serves as a model system for

studying capsid assembly.4–10 In vitro HBV capsid

self-assembly has been studied using the 149-

residue assembly domain, Cp149, of the capsid pro-

tein. In solution, Cp149 is a dimer that assembles in

response to increased ionic strength to predomi-

nantly form T 5 4 (120 dimers) icosahedral capsids;

depending on conditions, typically about 5% of cap-

sids are 90-mers with T 5 3 icosahedral symmetry.2

During the HBV lifecycle, HBV capsid disassemble

to release the viral genome and assemble to
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encapsidate the genome.11 The mechanisms of disas-

sembly and assembly are not fully understood.10

This biological function suggests that it is possi-

ble to re-engineer capsid particles, to reversibly

remove subunits from intact capsids and to replace

them. Studies of dissociation also provide opportuni-

ties to examine the stability of an incomplete capsid.

To pursue this investigation, we used two single

molecule techniques to identify fragments and reas-

sembled capsids, resistive-pulse sensing and charge

detection mass spectrometry (CDMS). In a resistive-

pulse experiment, solute particles are typically

drawn through pores by a potential difference. The

translocation of a particle through the pore results

in a change in the recorded current (pulse). The

amplitude of the current pulse is proportional to the

volume of the electrolyte solution displaced from the

pore by the translocating particle.12–16 In-plane

nanofluidic devices enable the fabrication of multiple

pores connected in series, which increase the resolu-

tion of particle size measurements. CDMS is a gas

phase technique, where individual ions oscillate in a

trap and their mass to charge ratio (m/z) and charge

(z) are determined from the frequency and ampli-

tude of the measured signal, respectively.17

Properties of virus capsids, symmetry, self-

assembly, and their container-like geometry have led

to research to develop them as vehicles for nanotech-

nology.18,19 Though capsids are built of many subu-

nits, a key feature of modular construction, the

ability to swap out components, has not to our

knowledge been developed for capsids. In electronics,

a breadboard is a chassis where components can

readily be inserted and removed to test ciruit design.

To develop a virus capsid as a molecular breadboard

we want the ability to remove subunits, to access

the interior of the capsid, to re-seal the interior cav-

ity, and to re-fill holes with novel subunits. To build

a molecular breadboard from HBV capsid protein,

we synthesized partially crosslinked and uncros-

slinked capsids and used non-denaturing concentra-

tions of urea to remove subunits, leaving holey

capsids. After removing subunits, we isolated frag-

ments as small as 90 dimers but smaller particles

were not observed in significant amounts. This limit

was a surprise as a binomial distribution of species

was expected. A non-T 5 3 90-mer appears to be a

common pause point observed in disassembly reac-

tions and also to play a prominent role in assembly

pathways. Critically, we observed that incomplete

capsids could further be manipulated and re-filled.

Results

Assembly of hybrid and holey capsids

The protein concentrations of all samples, whether

dimer or capsid, are described in terms of the con-

centration of dimer. To form hybrid capsids, two

classes of core protein dimers were required: passiv-

ated and non-passivated (Fig. 1). We used a variant

of the core protein assembly domain, Cp150, in

which the three native cysteines were mutated to

alanines and a cysteine was appended to the C-ter-

minus.20 In capsids, Cp150 dimers can spontane-

ously crosslink via their C-terminal cysteines (Fig. 1

inset). To prepare passivated Cp150 dimers, incapa-

ble of crosslinking, the C-terminal cysteines were

blocked with N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) or

maleimidyl-BoDIPY-FL, a fluorescent dye. Labeling

efficiency of BoDIPY with Cp150 dimer was 1.7–2.0

fluorophores per dimer based on absorbance.21 The

passivated forms are referred to as Cp150.NEM and

Cp150.Bo, respectively. Both passivated and non-

passivated Cp150 dimers could be driven to assem-

ble into capsids by raising the ionic strength.

Passivated and non-passivated Cp150 were

mixed and then assembled by addition of assembly

buffer containing NaCl (final concentration of 0.3 M

NaCl), in the presence of DTT, to form hybrid par-

ticles. Assembly reactions of 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4

Cp150.Bo: Cp150 (20 mM total dimer concentration)

were investigated over a time course of 24–72 h to

ensure maximal assembly. Over time, the free cys-

teines of non-passivated dimers, adjacent to one

another in capsids, crosslinked. Typically, 48 h after

initiating assembly, the crosslinked hybrid capsids

were tested by non-reducing SDS-PAGE, and �100%

crosslinking was observed (Fig. 1 inset). After 48 h

in assembly buffer, hybrid capsids were purified

from free dimer by SEC.

Capsids without crosslinks can be dissociated by

3 M urea, whereas 100% Cp150 crosslinked capsids

showed no disassembly. We found that in hybrid cap-

sids, where the majority of the dimers were cross-

linked, higher urea concentrations were required to

remove passivated dimers. Depletion of Cp150.Bo

from capsids, measured by absorbance using an

HPLC equipped with a multi-wavelength diode

array detector, allowed us to follow subunit removal.

The 1:2 Cp150.Bo:Cp150 hybrid capsids were mixed

with 2–8 M urea and observed at hourly intervals

for 24 h by HPLC monitored at 280 and 504 nm

(Fig. 2). Absorbance at 504 nm showed maximum

removal of Cp150.Bo was achieved with 5 M urea at

2.5 h while leaving capsids otherwise intact. This

condition was chosen for the following HPLC

experiments.

When a 1:4 Cp150.Bo: Cp150 ratio was used in

dissociation experiments, only a small number of

dimers were released, and many apparently intact

capsids remained [Fig. 2(D)]. Both 1:2 and 1:3 ratios

showed a similar number of dimers released per cap-

sid, despite the difference in the amount of passiv-

ated dimer added. With a 1:1 ratio, the capsids were

not stable to 5 M urea and disassembled into dimers

and fragments.
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The 1:2 Cp150.Bo: Cp150 hybrid capsids, which

had the highest mole percentage of passivated dimer

(33%) where incomplete capsid-like complexes

remained intact after urea treatment, was chosen

for further study.

SEC-MALS, CDMS, and resistive-pulse sensing
determined the distribution of the holey capsids

Purified 1:2 hybrid capsids and purified urea-

extracted holey capsids were subjected to size exclu-

sion chromatography-multi-angle light scattering

SEC-MALS to examine the overall mass distribution

of capsids and fragments (Fig. 3). The mass esti-

mated for purified hybrid capsid was 3.8 to 4.2 MDa

consistent with a MALS weighted average based on

calculated masses for purified capsid of 3.1 MDa for

T 5 3 particles (�10%) and 4.1 MDa for T 5 4 par-

ticles (�90%). The holey capsid yielded a broad

bimodal peak unlike the intact capsid control. The

masses determined by MALS were distributed from

2.8 to 4 MDa with no smaller material. A wide

region of the trailing peak had a mass of approxi-

mately 3 MDa. For 1:2 Cp150.Bo:Cp150 capsids, we

expected a broad binomial distribution of holey cap-

sids centered at 40 missing dimers per capsid, a spe-

cies with a mass of 2.7 MDa. To better characterize

the disassembly products we examined these reac-

tions by resistive-pulse sensing and CDMS.

CDMS is a single molecule mass spectrometry

technique that allows mass determination of individ-

ual, megadalton-sized ions in a complex mix-

ture.17,22,23 The mass (m) of each isolated ion is

derived from the simultaneous measurement of

mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and charge (z).24 SEC

purified holey capsids were concentrated and then

dialyzed into 0.3 M ammonium acetate, a volatile

buffer suitable for CDMS. The observed mass spec-

trum was dominated by 4 MDa intact T 5 4 capsids

[Fig. 4(A)]. The signal at 3 MDa, 90-dimer com-

plexes, was substantially higher than the typical

fraction of T 5 3 particles formed when assembling

hybrid capsids. The signal for incomplete capsids,

Figure 1. Flowchart of the synthesis and analysis of the holey capsid platform. To form passivated dimers, Hepatitis B Virus

(HBV) Cp150 mutant dimers were labeled with N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) to block the only free cysteine present in the mutant.

Passivated dimer and non-passivated dimer were mixed and then assembled in 0.5 M NaCl to form T 5 4 hybrid capsids. The

hybrid capsids undergo spontaneous oxidation. To remove passivated dimers, capsids were treated with 5 M urea for 2.5 h.

The newly synthesized holey capsids were analyzed by single molecule techniques (e.g., charge detection mass spectrometry

(CDMS) and resistive-pulse sensing) and bulk solution techniques. (Inset) Molecular graphic showing cluster of dimers forming a

fivefold and quasi-sixfold vertex, viewed from the capsid interior. The AB dimers are red and white; CD dimers are green and

blue. The position of residue 142, the last ordered residue in crystal structures, is highlighted by a yellow circle showing how

disordered cysteine 150 residues are located where they can form interdimer disulfides. Quasi-sixfold dimers are overlaid with

diamonds; these diamond shapes are the basis of the graph theory model used in calculations. SDS-PAGE of hybrid capsids

on a non-reducing gel. Cp150 passivated and non-passivated dimers were assembled in 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4 ratios, respec-

tively. Uncrosslinked protein runs as a 17 kDa monomer while interdimer crosslinks result in a 35 kDa band
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with masses between T 5 3 and T 5 4 masses, was

lower than expected if on average 1/3 of the subunits

were removed by urea. Very few species were

observed with masses less than 3MDa. The absence

of lower molecular mass species is consistent with

SEC-MALS results but could also indicate that

smaller Core protein oligomers were lost during

preparation or did not have the same efficiency of

ionization.

In the resistive-pulse apparatus, the negatively

charged HBV particles travel through a series of

electrically biased nanopores. As the virus particles

transit through the pores, they displace a volume of

electrolyte equal to the protein volume. Thus, the

amplitude of the current pulse is proportional to the

protein volume of the virus particles. The change in

current Di is normalized to the resting current of a

given set of nanopores to allow comparison between

devices. As controls and calibrants, we measured the

current changes induced by T 5 3 (3 MDa) and T5 4

(4 MDa) capsid standards [Fig. 4(B)]. Using these

Di/i values as standards, we found that purified

holey capsids exhibited a distribution of approxi-

mately 50% complete T 5 4 capsids, 19%

intermediate species between T 5 4 and T 5 3, and

31% T 5 3 capsids or similarly sized intermediate

species based on count shown in the histogram. We

note that �30 dimers is the lower limit of detection

in this experiment set up. Like CDMS, very few

intermediates below 3 MDa were observed, and the

fraction of 90-dimer particles, overlapping the T 5 3

peak, was much higher than expected.

These data lead to a working hypothesis that

we are accumulating 90-dimer fragments of T 5 4

capsids and that smaller complexes were depleted.

This hypothesis is supported by results from three

techniques, SEC-MALS, CDMS, and resistive-pulse

sensing. In addition we were surprised to find many

intact T5 4 capsids in the sample of urea-treated

partially crosslinked capsids. This last result is con-

sistent with our observation that not all passivated

dimers were removed from hybrid capsids (Fig. 2).

Contrary to our initial expectation, a broad distribu-

tion of intermediates was expected for 1:2 hybrid

capsids where 1/3 of the subunits are passivated.

Therefore, we considered how the removal of subu-

nits would affect the distribution of capsids

computationally.

Figure 2. Disassembly conditions for removal of passivated dimers from hybrid capsids. Size exclusion chromatograms show

the separation of holey capsids from passivated dimers. Samples had different initial Cp150:Cp150.Bo ratios: (a) 1:1, (b) 1:2, (c)

1:3, (d) 1:4. Absorbance at 280 nm (red) measured protein, absorbance at 504 nm (black) measured solely Cp150.Bo dimers.

Substantial Cp150. Bo remained associated with capsid. Hybrid capsids prior to urea extraction of passivated subunits (green

line, panel b) elute as a much narrower peak. The box in green in panel identifies the broad peak that was pooled for further

analysis
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The distribution of intermediates correlates with

capsid stability and integrity
To simulate the distribution of holey capsids compu-

tationally, we built a graph representation of an

HBV capsid comprised of 120 nodes (see Fig. 1 inset)

and used a Monte Carlo approach to randomly

remove nodes (Fig. 5). We assume that in a popula-

tion of capsids, there will be a stochastic distribution

of capsids with different numbers of passivated sub-

units providing a justification for our Monte Carlo

approach to disassembly. In simulations, the com-

plexes with missing nodes were assessed for the

number of connections between nodes and whether

the remaining nodes formed a single connected

graph. We note that these connections are propor-

tional to the net association energy of the capsid.7

Based on 100,000 disassembly simulations where we

evaluated each intermediate in the process of remov-

ing one node at a time, we found that as subunits

were removed there was a point where capsid integ-

rity failed catastrophically. With the removal of 10

or 20 nodes, essentially all graphs remained intact.

When 30 nodes were removed, only 38% of the cap-

sids remained a single graph; the remaining par-

ticles broke into two or more smaller graphs. If 40

nodes were removed, nearly all capsids broke down

into, on average, three fragments. This model quali-

tatively matches our experimental observations

though it does not precisely fit the details of HBV.

Based on the calculations, we would expect to see a

distribution of smaller fragments from incomplete

graphs.

Figure 3. SEC-MALS of (a) intact capsids and (b) capsid

fraction of SEC purified holey capsids. Chromatograms show

differential refractive index as a function of elution time

(black) with molecular masses overlaid (red). The elution

volume of capsid is identified by the blue vertical line

Figure 4. Single molecule analysis of the holey capsids. (a) CDMS histograms of the masses of hybrid and holey capsids. A

distribution of intermediates is observed between 90-and 120-dimer complexes. Non-T 5 3 90-mers are observed in addition to

T 5 3 capsids. (b) Pulse amplitude histograms from resistive-pulse analysis of holey capsids on a 2-pore device. Pulse ampli-

tudes of the holey capsids (black) overlap with the histogram of mixture T 5 3 and T 5 4 (red) capsid standards. Holey capsids

include intact T 5 4 capsids (�50%), intermediates between the T 5 3 and T 5 4 standards (�19%), and a mixture of T 5 3 cap-

sids and similarly sized intermediates (�31%). Resistive-pulse sensing (b) and CDMS (a) presented similar distributions of disas-

sembly products
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Taken generally, these results indicate that an

intact holey particle with more than 25% of its subu-

nits missing will be unlikely. This leads us to sug-

gest that smaller fragments are depleted from

solution perhaps due to rapid dissociation, limited

solubility, or aggregation.

Cp149 capsids make non-T 5 3 90-mers

complexes

The prevalence of non-T 5 3 90 dimer disassembly

products led us to speculate that they may be uni-

form, relatively stable complexes. Further

supporting this idea, non-T 5 3 90-mers have also

been observed in assembly reactions.17 We reasoned

that mild dissociation conditions in a capsid uncon-

strained by crosslinks could yield similar particles.

To test this hypothesis, we examined dissociation of

Cp149 capsids, which lack any interdimer crosslink-

ing. Cp149 dimers were assembled in high ionic

strength ammonium acetate, conditions which

enrich the fraction of T 5 4 particles. These capsids

were treated with urea for 1h followed by SEC to

remove urea and free dimers. During routine purifi-

cation of Cp149 we dissociate capsids rapidly and

quantitatively with 3 M urea. For Cp149 capsids we

found that 1.2 M urea was sufficient to cause partial

dissociation. The resulting capsid fractions contained

non-T 5 3 90-mers, intermediate-sized particles, and

complete T 5 4 capsids determined by resistive-pulse

sensing [Fig. 6(A)], very similar to the results

observed with crosslinked capsids (see Fig. 4(B)].

Negative stain transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) showed a distributions of capsids missing

dimers subunits as well as complete T 5 3 and T 5 4

capsids. We further examined these particles by

TEM using trehalose to minimize distortion of parti-

cle ultrastructure during staining [Fig. 6(B)]. Most

particles had normal morphology though 5–15% of

the particles appeared to have and addition cloud of

density. More than 7000 particles were subjected to

2D class averaging. However, we did not observe a

class that had an obvious hole or defect suggesting

that holey capsids were not uniform did not share a

common obvious defect [Fig. 6(D)].

New subunits can be reincorporated into holey

capsids
We hypothesized that holey capsids are live poly-

mers, polymers to which new subsuntis can be

added. As such, by addition of free dimer they could

form the basis for complete patchy particles.25 To

test if we could re-incorporate subunits into holey

capsids, we made holey capsids with dimers passiv-

ated with non-fluorescent NEM and then deter-

mined how much Cp150.Bo could be added. First,

we determined conditions where Cp150.Bo did not

spontaneously assemble. Cp150.Bo dimers were

tested with a titration of salt (10–300 mM NaCl)

and protein concentrations (1–10 mM) (Fig. 7). The

optimal salt and protein concentrations were deter-

mined to be< 7 mM Cp150 at 50 mM NaCl. Holey

capsids assembled from 3 mM Cp150 were incubated

with 1–6 mM Cp150.Bo dimers for 24 h at 238C.

Samples were tested for backfilling with labeled

dimer by SEC. Any absorbance at 504 nm from the

BoDIPY moiety that co-eluted with capsid in SEC

indicated reconstitution of Cp150.Bo into holey

Cp150 capsids to create patchy capsids. As more

labeled passivated dimers were added to solution,

the capsid peak at 504 nm increased proportionally.

Figure 5. Graph theory analysis shows that removal of �30

subunits leads to capsid failure. (a) In Monte Carlo simula-

tions a number of subunits were removed and then the graph

was evaluated to determine the average number of fragments

(blue points) and the standard deviation (red line); 100,000

simulations were calculated for each number of removed

subunits. A graph starts breaking into fragments once the

number of removed subunits crosses a threshold of about

30. For less than 30 missing subunits, we see an average of

one graph. For greater than 30 missing subunits, we observe

an increase in the number of graphs until more than half the

subunits are absent from the remaining “fragment”. The

increase in the probability of fragmentation begins to occur

rapidly in the region highlighted by the curved box. (b) A his-

togram shows the distribution of fragments for graphs with

exactly 10 (purple), 20 (pink), 30 (yellow), and 40 (green)

missing subunits. For example, with 20 subunits removed,

80% of reactions yield one graph and 5% two graphs. The

smaller fragments from these reactions are on the right side

of the histogram and have 2 to 5 dimers. With 30 subunits

removed, there is a conspicuous increase in fragmentation.

When 40 subunits are removed, only a small fraction of cap-

sids remain intact
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Also, the capsid peak became narrower and shifted

slightly but significantly to the left, suggesting a

more homogenous population. The back-filled cap-

sids were further analyzed by CDMS (Fig. 8). CDMS

detected a substantial decrease in the relative

amount of 90-mer, loss of most intermediates

between T 5 3 and T 5 4 capsids, and increased

intensity of T 5 4 capsid peak. The residual 90-mer

was consistent with the amount of T 5 3 particles.

Discussion

We have designed a method of forming stable holey

capsids by removing passivated dimers from hybrid

capsids. The holey capsids are particularly stable to

dissociation by urea presumably due to crosslinked

subunits. As shown using Cp150.Bo dimers (Fig. 7),

holey capsids can be used as a molecular breadboard

where subunits can be removed, and new subunits

can be installed. In the course of this study we

observed a peculiarly large fraction of holey capsids

were non-T 5 3 90-mers, a species seen during

assembly reactions also.17 Because of the common

size, we examined partial dissociation of uncros-

slinked Cp149 capsids. We observed a similar distri-

bution of holey capsids including a prevalence of

non-T 5 3 90-mers. However, we did not observe

common features in the Cp149 non-T 5 3 90-mers

based on 2D class averaging of TEM data.

Similarly, in spite of the random distribution of

passivated dimers in hybrid capsids, we did not find

a binomial distribution of intermediates. We did not

observe any complexes smaller than 90-mers in sig-

nificant amounts. A graph theory model of subunit

removal suggested that removal of subunits beyond

a threshold of about 1=4 of the graph leads to frag-

mentation of particles into unstable or insoluble

aggregates that could not be readily isolated; this

model is essentially a molecular realization of the

Jenga game where players remove pieces from a

complex structure until the structure collapses.

The prevalence of non-T 5 3 90-mers during dis-

assembly may arise from the biophysics of HBV cap-

sid structure or the topology of icosahedral

geometry. Non-T 5 3 90-mers are also observed dur-

ing assembly.17 We note the absence of smaller frag-

ments and speculate that the many exposed

interaction surfaces on the edges of these complexes

will make them susceptible to aggregation, effec-

tively removing them from solution. As non-T 5 3

90-mers are not a uniform species, small holes are

randomly distributed and create a fenestrated capsid

surface; evidence is contrary to the possibility that

subunits are removed as a continuous block to form

a single, large hole. We will continue to investigate

whether these incomplete capsids are a peculiarity

of HBV or general feature of T 5 4 geometry.

We were unable to remove all of the passivated

dimers. One explanation for this behavior is that

when a passivated dimer is surrounded by cross-

linked subunits, which should be more common

when passivated dimers are at low mole fraction

(e.g., 1:4 capsids), that they cannot be removed;

whereas clusters of passivated dimers found in 1:1,

1:2, and 1:3 capsids are susceptible to urea (Fig. 2).

Isolated passivated dimers may be resistant to

Figure 6. Dissociation of uncrosslinked capsids reveals com-

mon disassembly intermediates. Cp149 capsids were partially

disassembled in 1.2 M urea. (a) Normalized pulse amplitude

histogram from resistive-pulse analysis of holey capsids on a

4-pore device shows that the major peak shifts from 120-mer

T 5 4 capsids to non-T 5 3 90-mers. (b) Representative nega-

tive stained micrograph of urea treated uncrosslinked capsid.

The HBV capsid structure was well preserved by 4% ammo-

nium molybdate plus 0.1% trehalose. No significant flattening

effect was observed. In many capsids, a cloud of density

was observed connected to the capsid surface (black arrow-

heads). In this micrograph, 8 of 60 complete particles

(�13%) have a cloud and 4 of 60 complete particles (8%)

have diameter consistent with T 5 3 symmetry. (c) Enlarged

views of selected capsids show partially detached capsid

protein at the capsid surface. (d) Reference-free classification

results show no evidence of a hole on the capsid surface,

leading us to conclude that the missing subunits are not a

continuous patch and may be heterogeneous. The classes in

blue boxes have T 5 3 symmetry.
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dissociation from capsids because each dimer must

break four contacts. Conversely, clusters of dimers

would require breaking only three or two contacts

per dimer to the contiguous shell. This same ratio-

nale may explain why subunits in capsids only

rarely exchange with free subunits.26

Figure 8. Single molecule analysis of back-filled holey capsids by CDMS. Mass spectra of (a) purified holey capsid (5 mM dimer

concentration) after disassembly and purification [Fig. 4(A)] and (b) after incubation with 6 mM Cp150.Bo dimer in 50 mM NaCl.

These data indicate that intermediates observed in (a) have incorporated new subunits leading the T 5 4 capsid signal to

increase

Figure 7. SEC chromatograms of holey capsids back-filled with new Cp150.Bo dimers. Chromatographs are shown for absor-

bance measured at 280 nm (left side) to accentuate protein absorbance and at 504 nm for BoDIPY absorbance (right). (a)

Cp150.Bo dimers at �6 mM do not assemble in 50 mM NaCl. (b) Chromatograms of 1–6 lM Cp150.Bo dimer mixed with 3 lM

unlabeled holey capsids show absorbance at 504 nm, indicating that labeled dimers were incorporated into holey capsids

Lee et al. PROTEIN SCIENCE VOL 26:2170—2180 2177



Single molecule, high resolution techniques

were required to define the distribution of inter-

mediates in this system. Bulk method like SEC-

MALS can be misleading as they describe an aver-

age value of the overall distribution and would never

have revealed the accumulation of non-T 5 3 90-

mers. The two fundamentally distinct single particle

techniques used in this investigation showed a

remarkable consistency.

Finally, in this study we were able to isolate

incomplete particles, crosslinked and uncrosslinked.

We were able to backfill crosslinked particles with

chemically modified subunits. Unlike a strategy of of

mixing diverse subunits together, using holey cap-

sids provides a means for addressing, emptying, or

filling a capsid. It also allows one to backfill a capsid

with subunits that form stronger or weaker inter-

subunit interactions, a strategy that may not always

work in a mixed assembly. A long-term goal of this

study is to provide a means of incorporating modu-

larity into a virus capsid to incorporate novel specif-

icity, chemical markers, cargoes, and sensors into a

self-assembling nanometer-sized complex.18

Materials and Methods

Preparation of protein for hybrid capsids
For uniformity, the protein concentration of all sam-

ples, whether dimer or capsid, are described in

terms of the concentration of dimer. Cp150 mutant

dimers were purified using a previously reported

protocol.21 Cp150 was passivated by labeling the C-

terminal cysteine with N-ethylmaleimide

(Cp150.NEM) or the fluorescent dye BoDIPY-FL

(Cp150.Bo) as previously described,27 except that the

excess NEM was removed by dialysis instead of with

a desalting column. The ratio of BoDIPY label per

Cp150 dimer was determined by absorbance.21 The

efficiency of labeling with NEM or BoDIPY-FL was

demonstrated by showing that subunits in capsids

did not form disulfide crosslinks; capsids comprised

of passivated dimers were treated with 3M urea

which led to complete dissociation to dimers.28

Reduced Cp149/Cp150 dimers were purified

using a previously reported protocol.9,27 Cp149

dimers were dialyzed into 200 mM ammonium ace-

tate and allowed to assemble into capsids overnight

at room temperature. Cp149 capsids were then puri-

fied from remaining dimer. Purified capsids (1mM

dimer concentration) were disassembled by incuba-

tion with 1.2 M urea for 1 h. After disassembly,

these capsids are purified from dimers and diluted

into a final concentration of 1 M NaCl and analyzed

further by resistive-pulse sensing on 4-pore devices.

Reduced Cp150 dimers were assembled in 0.3M

NaCl into capsids for 8 h. Reduced 150 capsids were

then purified from remaining dimer. Purified capsids

(1mM dimer concentration) were disassembled by

incubation with 1.2 M urea for 1 h. After disassem-

bly, these reduced Cp150 capsids are purified and

oxidized before analyzed by TEM.

Disassembly conditions determined by size
exclusion chromatography analysis

Assembled hybrid capsids were tested for optimal

disassembly conditions over a matrix of urea concen-

tration (2–8 M) and time (1–24 h). Reactions were

evaluated by separation over a Superose 6 size

exclusion chromatography (SEC) column on a Shi-

madzu HPLC equipped with a diode array detector

and monitored at 280 nm and 504 nm. The capsid

fraction, separated from smaller intermediates, was

concentrated to 5 mM dimer for subsequent resistive-

pulse sensing, CDMS, and size exclusion

chromatography-multi-angle light scattering (SEC-

MALS) analyses.

Sec-Mals
For SEC-MALS, samples were resolved over a

Superose 6 column and evaluated with a Dawn

Heleos light scattering detector and an Optilab REX

refractive index detector (both from Wyatt, Santa

Barbara, CA). Data were analyzed with the manu-

facturer’s software. BSA (5 mg/mL) was used as a

standard for normalizing instrument parameters

with the 50 mM NaHCO3 buffer used. A dn/dc

refractive index increment of 0.185 ml/g was used

for protein in these calculations. After disassembly

reactions, the capsid fraction was first purified by

SEC, and then a 5 mM 100 mL sample was injected

onto the SEC-MALS instrument.

Resistive-pulse sensing
Nanofluidic devices for resistive-pulse sensing were

fabricated as previously described.29 Briefly, two,

closely spaced V-shaped microchannels were etched

to a depth of 9.6 6 0.1 mm in a borosilicate glass sub-

strate. A focused ion beam (Auriga 60, Carl Zeiss,

Inc.) milled directly into the glass a nanochannel

with three or four nanopores in series to bridge the

gap between the two microchannels. The nanopores

were milled as single lines with a 30 kV beam at 20

pA and a dose of 0.011 lC/mm and were 295 6 5 nm

long, 63 6 4 nm wide, and 62 6 6 nm deep. The

nanochannels, connecting the nanopores, were

milled with a 30 kV beam at 50 pA and a dose of 0.5

nC/mm2 and were 1.04 6 0.02 mm or 0.503 6 0.008 mm

long for the 3- and 4-pore devices, respectively,

339 6 0.6 nm wide, and 111 6 0.5 nm deep. The

nanochannels, connecting the nanopores with the

microchannels, were milled with a 30 kV beam at 50

pA and a dose of 1.0 nC/mm2 and were 532 6 8 nm

wide and 224 6 2 nm deep.

To complete the devices, milled substrates and

#1.5 cover slips were hydrolyzed with 1 M NaOH for

15 min, sonicated in water, brought into contact
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while wet, dried overnight at 908C, and annealed at

5458C for 12 h. The bonded channels were rinsed

sequentially with water, 1 M NaOH, and water for

15 min before buffer was drawn into the channels

by vacuum.

For resistive-pulse measurements, channels

were filled with 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) with

1 M NaCl. Capsid samples (diluted to 1 mM dimer

concentration) in the same buffer were drawn into

one of the microchannels by vacuum. Then, an Axo-

patch 200B (Molecular Devices, LLC) was used to

apply a potential through silver-silver chloride elec-

trodes across the nanochannel and drive the capsids

electrokinetically through the pores. All data were

collected at �17 nA current baseline, with a 40 kHz

sampling frequency and a 10 kHz filter frequency.

Data were analyzed with a modified version of Open

Nanopore 1.2 in Matlab to detect and measure pulse

amplitudes and to determine times between adjacent

pulses. Times between pulses were fitted to a lognor-

mal distribution, and pulses separated by�3 ms of

the mean time were designated as pulse sequences,

corresponding to a single capsid passing through the

three or four nanopores. Capsid amplitudes were

calculated as the average amplitude of each pulse

sequence.

Charge detection mass spectrometry

Details of the home-built charge detection mass

spectrometer (CDMS) have been given elsewhere.24

Briefly, ions were generated by nano-electrospray

ionization. They were transmitted through three

stages of differential pumping and then energy ana-

lyzed. Ions with a narrow band of kinetic energies

are focused into an electrostatic ion trap where the

trapped ions oscillate back and forth through a

metal tube. The charge induced on the tube is

detected by a charge sensitive preamplifier. The

resulting signal is amplified, digitized, and analyzed

by fast Fourier transforms. Only results from single

ion trapping events are retained. The mass to

charge ratio (m/z) is obtained from the oscillation

frequency, and the charge is determined from the

magnitude of the fundamental peak. Multiplying the

m/z and charge gives the mass. The process is

repeated for thousands of ions, and the results are

binned into a mass spectrum. For the 91 ms trap-

ping time used here, the relative root-mean-square

uncertainty in mass (Dm/m, where Dm is the stan-

dard deviation of the mass measurement) is

expected to be �0.013. Samples analyzed with

CDMS were buffer exchanged by spin-column SEC

(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) into 100 mM NH4OAc.

Monte Carlo simulations of dissociation

Dissociation products as a function of the number of

subunits removed were calculated with a disassem-

bly Monte Carlo algorithm written in Mathematica

10.2.0 (Wolfram Research). The virus particle was

expressed as a regular graph of size mtot from which

an arbitrarily sized subset of vertices was

removed.30 A representation of a fragment of this

graph is shown in Figure 1, mtot 5 120 and the verti-

ces, like HBV dimers, are 4 regular. This approach

is analogous to removal of passivated dimer from

capsid. Analysis of the remaining set of vertices

(mrem 5 mtot – mE) allows prediction of the results of

experiment. Fragmentation of the graph represent-

ing a capsid is defined as formation of two or more

subsets of connected vertices. Sequential averaging

of 100,000 simulations produced the point-wise frag-

mentation curve. A more complete analysis of disso-

ciation using this model will appear in a subsequent

paper.

Image analysis of non-T 5 3 90-mers

To minimize the particle collapse caused by conven-

tional negative stain specimen preparation, we mod-

ified the procedures to embed the HBV particles in a

thick layer of stain. 300-mesh cooper grids covered

with continous carbon film (EMS) were glow-

discharged for 15 s. Approximately 4 ll of sample

solution was applied to the grid for 25 s. Excess

solution was blotted, and the grid was then inverted

onto a 100 ll drop of negative stain (4% (w/v) ammo-

nium molybdate, 1% (w/v) trehalose at pH 7) for

10 s. Excess stain was removed, and the grid

allowed to air dry. Samples were imaged using a

JEOL 3200FS electron microscope operating under

low-dose conditions (�20 e-/Å2) to minimize beam

induced damage. Images were collected at a nominal

magnification of 60,000x with a Gatan 895 CCD

camera. Particle extraction and contrast transfer

function estimation were performed with EMAN2

software.31 A phase corrected particle set was gener-

ated and imported into Relion (v1.4) for 2D

classification.32
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